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The aluminum composite is made of two primed sheets of aluminum with a 
solid polyethylene core. We print the ink directly on the brushed aluminum, 
giving it an iridescent shimmer - making is a subtle/non-glaring source of light.  
See below for pictures of the aluminum before and after inking

The frame is made with a cross brace to make it strong and stable. These MDF 
Frames are warp free and carb compliant. The back of the frame is finished 
with a moisture free hardboard that is sealed to the frame.  

Aluminum Aluminum with Ink
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Corners and Profile

Moisture free - hard board backing Aluminum front
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We print directly on the acrylic and mount it to a warp free white board with metal stand-off.  
The art arrives ready to hang.

Acrylic 

Corners and ProfileAcrylic Front



We print directly on the acrylic and mount it to a warp free white board with metal stand-off.  
The art arrived ready to hang.

Acrylic 

Corners and ProfileAcrylic Back



We offer these acrylic art boxes in both glass and acrylic - built to customer specification - or our 
most common size is 18.25”x 14” high.  We print the design directly on the substrate and either 
back it with white - or leave it clear - allowing light to pass through - which makes it great for giving 

Acrylic Box

White backing stylebefore artwork Translucent style

*sample photo *sample photo *sample photo



We offer these art tables in both glass and acrylic - built to customer specification - our most com-
mon sizes are 48x24 and 36x36.  We print the design directly on the substrate and either back it 
with white - or leave it clear - allowing light to pass through - which makes it great for giving a room 
more depth. 

Tables

*sample photo only



Bamboo is our most popular eco-friendly product. A sustainable resource, we veneer the bamboo 
onto warp/crack free Carb Compliant MDF. Our solvent free (eco-friendly) inks print bold, rich 
and Juicy colors - while maintaining the natural texture of the bamboo. 

Bamboo 

Bamboo Bamboo with Ink



Custom artwork is printed directly on the mirror - transforming a classic accessory into a 
modern design element. Our frame options are unlimited - it is shown in the “Mercer” frame.  

Mirror 

art file front of mirror front of mirror 



Custom artwork is printed on lamp shades - transforming a classic accessory into a modern 
design element. Our sizes and options are unlimited.  

Art Lights 

Hit this link to see a video of above light: http://drop.io/umumvfa

http://drop.io/umumvfa
http://drop.io/umumvfa


Mirror 

Back of mirror Front of mirror 



For an impact installation - all of our products can be engineered to specification.  
We did these 8’x3’ Aluminum and Bamboo panels for in-store decoration for 50 
different doors across the USA. 

Leaning Panels 



Wallpaper/Murals  

Any image is printed onto panels of vinyl and installed like regular wallpaper. Specs: Polyester 
non-woven wallpaper, fire and heat tested, Cadmium/Lead free formulation, Mold/Mildew/
Bacterial resistant, Cold crack resistant. Inquire for further specs.



Wallpaper/Murals  



 Reclaimed Wood

We are committed to continually develop new and innovative products that 
use recycled and sustainable materials. These expanded offerings further reduce 
the environmental impact of our products. 

Our reclaimed program uses recycled wood scored from various lumber yards 
around the world. It is a bi-directional process that prevents substrates from en-
tering landfills and extends their useful life. These waste-to-energy initiatives; 
presents a rare opportunity for consumers and designers to acquire aestheti-
cally refined low impact artwork - and b/c each piece of wood used is unique - 
each art piece is a one of a kind. 



 

Reclaimed Wood 



 

Reclaimed Wood 



Aluminum/Bamboo/Acrylic:

Pricing* 

Reclaimed Wood:

Wallpaper Mural: $10/Sq ft

Travertine Floor: $20/Sq ft

96x48 @ $800
48x32 @ $300
24x32 @ $200

96x48 @ $1600
48x32 @ $600
24x32 @ $500

Acrylic Cubes: 18.25”sq x 14”H @ $330

Canvas: 96x48 @ $800
60x40 @ $350
48x32 @ $300
24x32 @ $200

*Please inquire about volume pricing and custom sizes


